
Corrigé : 

Topic One: Humour 

Part one: Reading   (15 points) 

A. Comprehension: (08 points) 

1- b ……………..(1) 

2-    a-T    b- F   c- T   d- F (0.5 x4) 

3-  a- The factors that 

influence sense of humour are: 

geographical location, culture, 

maturity, level of education, 

intelligence and context. (1.5) 

        b- It boosts the number of 

antibody-producing cells and 

enhances the effectiveness of T-cells.  

(1.5) 

4- in §3 (1) 

5- c (1) 

B. Text Exploration:    (07 points) 

1. a-  gifted (§1)  = endowed(0.5) 

     b- improves (§3) = enhances(0.5) 

2.   (0.5 x 4) 

Words prefix root suffix 

Immaturity 

Wellbeing 

Effectiveness 

Humorous  

Im- 

Well 

//////// 

////////// 

Mature 

be 

effect 

humour 

ity 

ing 

tive-ness 

ous 

 

 3. a- Researchers consider stress to 

stress-buster. (0.5) 

5. b- Laughter affects us positively so, 

we have to laugh to lead a happy life. 

(any conjunction that express result) 

(0.5) 

6. (0.25 x4) 

/ s/ / z/ / Is/ 

affects Vessels   Releases 

ages 

7. 1- makes   2- Humour         (0.5 x4) 

3- optimistic 4- disappointments  

 

Part two:           (05points) 

 Topic one: form 3/5 content 2/5 

Topic Two: form 2.5/5 content 2.5/5 

 

 

Topic Two:  

Part one: Reading   (15 points) 

A. Comprehension: (08 points) 

1-a (1) 

2.   a-T    b- F    c- T    d- F(0.5 x4) 

3. a- To search for planets similar to the 

Earth. (0.5) 

b- More than three years. (0.5) 

c- No, he isn‟t. “he couldn‟t say whether or 

not the telescope would find another Earth.” 

“It very possibly could tell us that Earths 

are very, very common...or that Earths are 

really, really, really rare - perhaps we're the 

only Earth,” (0.5) 

d- He told reporters how important Kepler‟s 

journey was. (0.5) 

4.    c- b – d- a (0. 5 x4) 

5- c (1) 

B. Text Exploration:    (07 points) 

1. a- different from ≠similar to(0.5) 

b- less ( §1 ) ≠ more(0.5) 

2. (0.5 x 3) 

3. a- New researchers are being carried 

by astronomers. (0.75) 

b- The reporter said that the mission 

would last three years. (0.75) 

4.  (0.25 x4) 

8.  

1- alone      2- universe   3- be  

4- planet      (0.5     x4) 

 

Part two:           (05points) 

 Topic one: form 3/5 content 2/5 

Topic Two: form 2.5/5 content 2.5/5 

 

 

Verb Noun Adjective 

to believe 

to support 

to invent 

belief 

support 

invention 

believable 

supportable/ ed 

inventive/ 

inventable  

/ t / / d / /Id/  

 Looked 

launched 

 named  adapted 


